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PART-A (10x2=20Marks)

1. What is deasphalting ?

2. State the purpose ofblending.

3. Mention the functions of lubricant in an engine.

4. What is meant by viscous friction ?

5. List the causes for the lubricating oil dilution.

6. What are the properties of grease used in automobiles ?

7. Give the importance of pour point.

8. Write short notes on copper strip corrosion.
,1

g. why long delay period is advisable in sI engines 
,"*,o*10. state the purpose of adding additives in fuel' 

.es\qrlcst\d
PART - B 

{$$.to- 
(5x13=65 Marks)

11. a) Explain the principle, construction and working of fractional distillation of crude
oil along with various fractions obtained in the process and their industrial
USES.

(oR)

b) Describe the manufacture of lubricating oil base stocks and finished automotive
lubricants.
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12. a) Discuss in detail the effect of engine variables on friction and the methods to
minimize the same.

(oR)
a,
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b) Explain the hydrodynamic and bound.ary lubrication with neat sketches.

, 13. a) Explicate the various testing methods used for evaluating a lubricant.

(oR)

b) Enlist and discuss the important properties of a lubricant which affect engine
performance.

t4. a) Describe with construction of apparatus, the methods to find the flash point
and fire point of volatile fuel.

(oR)

b) Give four required properties of SI engine fuels and explain in detail.

1b. a) Explain the phenomenon of knock in CI engines and compare it with SI engine
knock.

. -:t
(oR) 

o-"'i-a f"olc -t^tregttonla'G(tcoltlb) Describe the rating of CI engine fuels.
$tN 'recentqu

PART-C (1x15=15Marks)

16. a) Discuss the effect of volatility on starting, warm up, vapour lock and crank
case dilution.

(oR)

b) A fuel consists of the following % analysis by mass . C = 84Yo,Hr= LUYo,

Or= 2Yo, S = 1%. Calculate the amount of air required to completely burn
t Lg of the fuel. Also determine the products of combustion by % of mass.

+tt*lu"


